
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Friday, March 8 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

4 ATTA BOY DAN 8-5 

3 TAKEITTOTHEFACE 5-2 

1 FINAL JUSTICE 6-1 

8 FURIOUS BEACH 8-1 

ATTA BOY DAN 15 year old Millionaire has been chasing faster fields…TAKEITTOTHEFACE showed little 

against better fields in his last two starts, beat similar three back…FINAL JUSTICE was racing in good form 

at Freehold then drew post 8 in his last two starts; picks up a Beltrami, who’s been red-hot in these 

amateur driver races recently…FURIOUS BEACH raced okay in last.  

RACE 2 

3 DEVIOUS MOJITO AS 4-5 

7 POLO BAR 4-1 

8 LOVELY HEART 4-1 

1 SISTER’S KEEPSAKE 8-1 

DEVIOUS MOJITO AS had trouble staying flat last year but he qualified sharply then was an easy winner 

over similar in his 3yo return here…POLO BAR raced okay off the bench in last and should be leaving 

again…LOVELY HEART set the pace in last and was second best behind the top pick in last…SISTER’S 

KEEPSAKE debuts for top barn.  

RACE 3 

1 PAPA DOC 1-1 

5 THE AMERICAN EAGLE 3-1 

4 BLUEBIRD BISHOP 4-1 

7 GOTWUTEVERITTAKES 11-1 

PAPA DOC broke in his last two starts at Yonkers but drops, picks up Dunn…THE AMERICAN EAGLE and 

BLUEBIRD BISHOP both show wins at the NW5000 level over this track but THE AMERICAN EAGLE beat a 

better field…GOTWUTEVERITTAKES stayed flat in his first start of the year, which is a good sign, and he 

has backclass and 14 wins over this track.  

RACE 4 

10 ICANFLYLIKEANANGEL 5-2 

2 ALLINDOTIME 5-2 

7 ZLATAN 9-2 

5 LIONHEAD 5-1 

ICANFLYLIKEANANGEL showed speed against tougher and lost by less than 3 lengths in his last start, 

which was a month ago; edge despite post in this amateur driver race…ALLINDOTIME comes off a win 

over similar…ZLATAN comes off an improved effort…LIONHEAD ships in off back to back wins at Freehold.   

 

RACE 5 



8 GAZOO 4-1 

7 BARRIER 4-1 

3 JD CAMDEN GB 9-2 

1 STOMP 5-1 

GAZOO hasn’t raced since December 23 but has speed…BARRIER is an oddball for sure. He has turned in 

some solid efforts against much faster horses than these and he has a lifetime mark that would leave 

these in the dust but he still only has 2 wins in 55 career starts…JD CAMDEN GB made his U.S. debut at 

Pocono last month and raced well; he moves up in class here but could bet set for a forward 

move…STOMP finished second against similar in last two as he looks for his first time time win.  

RACE 6 

4 LACHIE MAGUIRE N** 7-2 

9 CAMLACHIE CHROME 7-2 

1 THNDRFRMTHETHRON N 4-1 

2 KISSINBYTHEBEACHES 4-1 

LACHIE MAGUIRE N was stuck behind poor cover in his first start off the claim and was also in a better 

field…CAMLACHIE CHROME had post 9 in last, left, tucked, chased a classy veteran horse that’s super 

sharp now; this is a much softer field…THNDRFRMTHETHRON N chased KISSINBYTHEBEACHES home 

second best in last, and they were really the only decent horses in that race; this is a better field but they 

fit with these.  

RACE 7 

7 MISS MAYCEE 8-5 

1 BADDITUDE 2-1 

3 SHAKE IT TWICE 5-2 

8 EILEEN’S WISH 6-1 

MISS MAYCEE comes off two sharp wins in this series and David Miller stays here over BADDITUDE…The 

latter is in good form, picks up Dunn, and can take all…SHAKE IT TWICE got up gamely over similar in 

last…EILEEN’S WISH didn’t have an easy trip in last, held well.  

RACE 8 

5 ROCK ON LINE 6-1 

6 SUNSHINE’S FINEST 7-5 

1 FERDINAND A 3-1 

8 TAKEMEETOTHELMIT GB 6-1 

ROCK ON LINE rallied wide and paced a solid final quarter in an improved effort last start…SUNSHINE’S 

FINEST showed speed against tougher and may not stop…FERDINAND A got up to beat similar from the 

pocket in last…TAKEMEETOTHELMIT GB chased a tiger in last.  

RACE 9 

2 LINDYS IRISHCREAM 2-1 

4 DYLAN THE GREAT 5-2 

5 HOOFBEATS DE VIE 5-1 

3 SECRET OR NOT 5-1 

LINDYS IRISHCREAM made an untimely break two back but that was a solid effort from post 10 and she 

stayed flat in hopples in her recent qualifier…DYLAN THE GREAT was Dunn’s choice of three 

here…HOOFBEATS DE VIE doesn’t win often but his last two starts over this track were pretty 

good…SECRET OR NOT comes off an improved effort.  



RACE 10 

5 SOUTHWIND FROST 8-5 

3 I’LL OWE YOU ONE 2-1 

7 SHINKANSEN 5-2 

8 BINGO BRAIN 7-1 

RACE 11 

8 ROCKABILLY CHARM 3-1 

7 PRIVATE SCOTT 7-2 

1 ITS ROCKIN RANDY 7-2 

5 COIN FLIP 8-1 

 

RACE 12 

2 SIDE PIECE 7-5 

6 SAUSBLE DELIGHTFUL 7-2 

7 ABSOLUTE POWER 9-2 

3 PINK RUBY 9-2 

RACE 13 

7 SEASIDE TINA 5-2 

5 ROCKIN PHILLY 3-1 

6 PATTYCAKE MOOSS 7-2 

2 ANNA’S WISH 6-1 

RACE 14 

7 DEALER’S TABLE 2-1 

6 SOUTHWIND DREDGE 5-2 

9 SPORTS HERO 7-2 

3 MISTER GODRO 6-1 

DEALER’S TABLE pressed quick fractions in last at Pocono and tired badly; drops in for a tag here and was 

Todd McCarthy’s choice of three…SOUTHWIND DREDGE has raced well with Dunn in the bike and could 

take another…SPORTS HERO gets a tough post but fits well in this field…MISTER GODRO was reclaimed 

again, beat a similar field in last.  

BEST BET: LACHIE MAGUIRE N 6th Race 


